Originality:
I certify that all artwork on the card is my own original work. I traced the images cited below.

Bibliography:
Information and live mussel and physical characteristics image inspirations:

Information and life cycle image inspiration:

Other Image Inspirations:
Fawnsfoot from Illinois Natural History Survey website: [http://wwx.inhs.illinois.edu/collections/mollusk/publications/guide/index/116](http://wwx.inhs.illinois.edu/collections/mollusk/publications/guide/index/116)
Plain Pocketbook from Mussels of Illinois website: [http://www.museum.state.il.us/ismdepts/zooology/collections/mussel/mussel_01/lampsilis_cardiuma.jpg](http://www.museum.state.il.us/ismdepts/zooology/collections/mussel/mussel_01/lampsilis_cardiuma.jpg)
Spectaclecase from Missouri Department of Conservation website: [https://nature.mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/field-guide/spectaclecase](https://nature.mdc.mo.gov/discover-nature/field-guide/spectaclecase)
Winged Mapleleaf from Illinois Natural History Survey website: [http://wwx.inhs.illinois.edu/files/4013/3916/3772/29.GIF](http://wwx.inhs.illinois.edu/files/4013/3916/3772/29.GIF)
Asian Clam from Houston Bivalves Website: [http://www.dan-johnson.net/bivalves/asian_clam.html](http://www.dan-johnson.net/bivalves/asian_clam.html)
Quagga Mussel from Scientific American Website: [https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/media/inline/blog/Image/usgsquagga.jpg](https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/media/inline/blog/Image/usgsquagga.jpg)